Company news
►New website
Our company boasts a fresh affair; we have a new website! You will
find it on the same domain as before:www.bdsensors.cz , but in a
nicer and fresh design.

Apart from the appearance, the most crucial difference is that we now
manage the Czech version as well as the English version. The versions
are identical in content and can be accessed with a single click:→

There are also minor differences in the structure of the
site; eg the Switches section is no longer in a separate tab, but you will
find it in other sections.
In the future, we are preparing an introductory page common to
BD SENSORS s.r.o. and BD|SENSORS GmbH, where customers from all
over the world will be directed to the right branch.

If you have any questions or requests to modify our website, please
contact the marketing department → Erika.Zavrelova@bdsensors.cz.
Follow BD SENSORS on social networks too!

Company news
► Space project EOLEO

is currently negotiating in France together with colleagues from the
BSTG consortium (Brno Space Technology Group = Frentech Aerospace
Brno + 5M Kunovice + LKE Brno + BD SENSORS Buchlovice) with one
of the 3 largest companies for the European Space
supplies the whole large satellites to ESA.
The project represents development and
production of the so-called
"Flexible Solar Array"
operating on a revolutionary new development
technology of solar panels for satellites providing
the supply of electricity.
If the BSTG consortium manage to sign the contract with the customer,
it will probably be the largest delivery in the modern history of the Czech
space industry since the Czech Republic's accession to ESA in 2008 from
a technical and commercial point of view.
The role of BD SENSORS in this project is to become the supplier of
complete electrical cabling, the so-called „Electrical Harness“.

